LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST
Expansion Pack #2
8 players, all optional (3 either gender, 2F, 3M)

Your new Your Mystery Party guest pre-game site is https://www.yourmysteryparty.com/vip
It is optimal to play the expansion packs in order, as the characters are added in order to the character
list. Therefore, you should also purchase Expansion pack #1 in addition to this pack.
NAME AND
OCCUPATION

LEGGA MIEGO
Commercial Actress

Optional Female

ANNIE KORNCOBA
Russian Tennis Pro

Optional Female
TONI BELLO
Italian Opera Star

Optional Either
MICHA ANGELO
Artist

Optional Either
DAVID
COPPERHEAD
Illusionist

Optional Male

BRIEF BIO

SUGGESTED
ATTIRE

Hailing from Columbia, Legga Miego is the leading
commercial actress in Northern America. She
reached her fame with a legendary commercial
featuring a skirmish over a toaster waffle. Rumor
has it the infamous brawl landed her co-star in the
hospital for two days with a broken arm! This is one
ruthless actress who takes her acting roles seriously!

Semi-glamorous attire.
Hair pulled up in a
glamorous up-do.

Russian born Annie Korncoba is the feisty
professional tennis player. She is a fierce competitor
on the court and has received honorary titles from
the media such as the Most Successful Female
Athlete and the Most Beautiful Woman in the World.
Everybody adores this charming tennis pro.

Casual tennis attire. A
racquet as an optional
prop.

Toni Bello is an international opera star who jets
around the globe with a traveling Italian opera. Toni
has aspirations of opening an opera house in the
town of Anonville. Rumor has it Toni’s chosen the
location in town and plans to start building soon!

Opera costume (black
suit/dress, vest and
cape) or a trendy black
suit. Hair should be
slicked back and for
females, in a high bun.

Micha Angelo is the eccentric artist and longtime
resident of Anonville. Micha knows everybody and is
one of the most well-connected people in town. If
Micha doesn’t care for you, chances are nobody else
will like you either. Stay on Micha’s good side if you
like to socialize!
David Copperhead is the Emmy-award winning
illusionist. He is the world’s most distinguished
magician, known for intriguing storytelling and aweinspiring magical performances. David not only owns
a tropical island but also is planning to open an
amusement park chain called the Copperhead
Mountains of Mystery.
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Casual attire with a paint
splattered apron.

Tuxedo (or black suit)
with an optional top hat
and a stuffed bunny.
Another optional prop is
a magic trick set.

BRAWN HANSON
Bodyguard

Optional Male

SAGE ABBEY
Art Collector

Optional Either
CRESS JONES
Writer, Beverly Hills
Daily

Optional Male

Brawn Hanson is the quiet bodyguard of London
Wilton. Brawn stands mysteriously in the background
at events he attends with London. He lurks in the
shadows while watching everybody like a hawk,
waiting for somebody to make a move against
London. It is a wise choice not to annoy this
shadowy fellow.
Sage Abbey is the infamous millionaire and art
collector from Italy. Sage is currently traveling the
country in search of rare pieces of art. This Italian
hothead has difficulty controlling bursts of anger
when things don’t go as planned. Following a road
rage incident, this enraged moneybag is temporarily
stuck in Anonville for court-mandated angermanagement sessions.
Cress Jones is the love-struck writer for the Beverly
Hills Daily Post. Cress has an insatiable crush on the
Hollywood Icon, London Wilton, and has been known
to use a media pass to gain entry to events where
London is attending. Cress is essentially a stalker in
a paper-thin disguise.
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Black suit, toy gun and
an optional earpiece.

Trendy, expensive
looking attire.

Reporter / media
costume.

